
Stop Start

Continue Any other Feedback?

Zoom is not very

convenient. It

takes few trials

to get into a

session

Being

awesome!

Activity to

really sell

the point

Use Mural.co
More examples will

be helpful

talking fast

Consider

embedding your

presentation in

mural and use the

outline to navigate

URL Link to

meeting

more easily

accessible

More questions

throughout the

presentation to make

the presentation more

engaging 

Consider using a

platform that

enables us to

capture and refer

back to meeting

content (e.g.,

Teams)

breakouts

using

templates

for activity

examples

Beautiful

slides

Very relevant

meeting.  Thank you!

Using something

other than mural

which continues to

be difficult to use

and navigate

Being so

generous with

your

knowledge.

thank you for

your time.

Retro

Epic: Simplify the

loyalty enrollment

process

Affects...

The Impact of which

is...

A successful solution

would...

The problem of...

Difficult to

navigate

around the

UI

Not enough

loyalty

customers

Verbiage is

complicated

Sales

The ability to

market to

interested

people

Customers

who want to

become

loyal

Lower

revenues
Lack of brand

advocates /

lifetime

customers

Reduce

competition

Increased

amount of

returning

loyalty

members

Epic: Simplify the

loyalty enrollment

process

Unclear

benefits of

the loyalty

program

Word of

mouth

reviews could

suffer

Frequent

customers
Engagement

Members

aren't loyal and

walk away

from the

company

Marketing

Build

personal

relationships

Increased

amount of

new loyalty

members

Clear

communication of

the loyalty

program

(benefits, etc)

AND quick way

to  join

uustomers

to sign up

Team 1

Epic: Reduce

abandoned carts in

Checkout

Affects...

The Impact of which

is...

A successful solution

would...

The problem of...

We have n%

that do not

complete the

cart

transaction

This affects n%

of our customers

that go through

checkout

Reduction

of customer

satisfaction

Lost

revenue

Improve the

customer

experience

(survey

abandoners)

EMail

Notifications

with promos

(for loyal

customers)

Epic: Reduce

abandoned carts in

Checkout

15% less

carts

abandoned

Team 2

Epic: Simplify the

loyalty enrollment

process

Affects...

The Impact of which

is...

A successful solution

would...

The problem of...

number of

required

fields

completion

percentage

of

enrollment

time to

enroll

non patient

users

potential

loyalty

customers

increase in the

number of

orders

submitted with

loyalty, less

without

contain

fewer

required

fields

fastpath

way to

registration

Epic: Simplify the

loyalty enrollment

process

consumer

time is

valuable 

take less

time

increase

number new

loyalty

customers

Team 3

Epic: Reduce

abandoned carts in

Checkout

Affects...

The Impact of which

is...

A successful solution

would...

The problem of...

Abandoned

Carts

Sales
Customer

Satisfaction

Reduced

Revenue

Reduced

Customer

Loyalty

Decrease

abandonment

at checkout by

X%

Increase

customer

loyalty by

X%

Increase

revenue by

X%

Epic: Reduce

abandoned carts in

Checkout

Team 4

in case emails get lost in

spam or someone

registers late and misses

the email with the link I'd

suggest sticking with

having the working link in

meetup for those who

rsvp, rather than requiring

a password.

About Us

Backlog Pizza Co.

Too much

to type


